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Combating Hunger our priority,
not just trade: India to WTO
NEW DELHI/ GENEVA (news
courtesy Reuters): In a move that will
have ‘major ramifications’ in global
economy, India on Friday wanted the
adoption of the TF (trade facilitation)
Protocol to be postponed and said a
‘permanent WTO deal on food stockpiling’ must be given priority. The TF
Protocol moots a worldwide reform
of custom rules, which some
estimates say could add $1 trillion to
the global economy and create 21
million jobs.
Diplomats from the 1 60 World Trade
Organization member countries
meeting in Geneva had been meant
to rubber stamp a deal on "trade
facilitation" that was agreed at talks
in Bali last December in the WTO's
most important ever global trade
agreement. But India, in an 11 th-hour

intervention, demanded a halt to the
trade facilitation timetable until the
end of the year and said a
Permanent WTO deal on foods tockpiling must be in place at the same
time, well ahead of the proposed
201 7 target date. “My delegation is
of the view that the adoption of the
TF (trade facilitation) Protocol be
postponed till a permanent solution
on public stockholding for food
security
is
found,"
Indian
Ambassador Anjali Prasad told the
WTO meeting. India’s stand has
prompted the U.S. to issue a
warning that its demands could kill
global trade reform efforts. "It is no
use to sugar coat the consequences
of such action or to pretend that
there would be business as usual in
the aftermath," U.S. Ambassador
Michael Punke said.
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Financial support worth $15-18 billion
over 3 years: World Bank group
The World Bank Group will
bring increased financial and
knowledge resources to help
India return to the path of
sustained high growth needed
to bring prosperity to millions,
especially the poor living in the
lower income states. World
Bank Group President Jim Yong
Kim
made
this
renewed
commitment during his first
meeting with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi last week.
Recognizing that India still
needs to lift around 270 million
people
out
of
poverty,
International
Development
Association (IDA) donors have
agreed to provide $3.4 billion
over the next three years as
transitional support.
The
International
Bank
for
Reconstruction & Development
(IBRD)
has
also
recently
increased the single borrower
limit for India to $20 billion
from $17.5billion. This, along
with the Government of India’s
agreement to purchase Special
Private
Placement
Bonds
(SPPBs) of up to $4.3 billion,
will
create
additional

opportunities for continued
assistance to India as it strives
to revive growth. In addition,
the WBG’s private sector arm,
the
International
Finance
Corporation
(IFC)
has
mobilized its $1 billion offshore
rupee bond program, aimed at
strengthening India’s capital
markets and attracting foreign
investments.
Dr. Kim said that in terms of
costs as a fact of the matter,
the cost of borrowing from the
World Bank Group right now
for IBRD is very low. The
Indian government is going to
receive 3.4 billion dollars of
IDA, and the interest rate is
zero, so you actually can’t
reduce the cost much from
there. And for IBRD it’s also
very low, it’s less than one
percent.
He
said
Prime
Minister Modi, though, was
very clear that the money is
important he really stressed on
the kinds of insights, the kind
of data, the kind of analysis
that could help him achieve his
extremely high aspirations for
the people of India. Kim

assured that every single one
of WB loans comes with
literary free knowledge and
access to solutions and insights
from all over the world.

We welcome BRICS
bank, the New
Development Bank.

World Bank expresses its
heartful welcome to BRICS
move
forming
the
New
Development Bank. WB group
reiterated
that
its
only
competition is against poverty
and lack of shared prosperity.
To the question that whether
this means a call for voice
reforms in World Bank Voting,
Dr Kim answered that in 2010,
the voice was adjusted and
there is significantly more
voice for developing countries.
So, we’re at about 47.5% of the
voices coming from developing
countries. He added - "there’s
no question that every year
middle-income countries like
India especially, the BRICS
countries, are growing in
prominence. Now in 2015 we
will re-open the voice debate.
We are a cooperative - 188

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION NETWORK
PROMOTES KNOWLEDGE SPILLOVERS
The evidence from the WTO
working
paper,
Knowledge
spillovers
through
international supply chains,
manuscripted 23rd July 2014,
suggests
that
production
networks are an important
driver of technology transfers.
In fact, the productivity effect
of foreign R&D spending
increases with the intensity of
production
network
links
between the sender and the
recipient country. Importantly,
the
results
suggest
that
knowledge spillovers occur
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only when a country is fully
integrated in a Global Value
Chain (GVC) network. Mere
imports of inputs or exportsplatform
type
of
GVC
participation does not seem to
facilitate knowledge spillovers.
Finally, knowledge spillovers
within production networks
appear to be less spatially
localized than the average.
The findings helps to explain
the emergence of economies
such as China, Singapore and
the Republic of Korea as major

technological innovators since
1985. Economic literature has
so far stressed that while
global
spillovers
foster
convergence at the level of
cities,
and
regions,
local
spillovers
can
lead
to
convergence-clusters
and
creating disparity in income
levels. "Our finding suggests
that
convergence
across
national-level
economies
is
likely to occur along the
production chain lines" - The
authors Piermartini and Stela
claim.
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India's pro-Gaza vote in UNHRC attracts
ire of critic
(news courtesy firstpost.com)

In a major shift from its earlier
stance, India voted in favour of
the United Nations Human
Rights Council resolution to
launch a probe into Israel's
offensive on Gaza. But the
move has made right leaning
pundits unhappy, particularly
since
it
contradicts
the
carefully neutral stance India
has maintained during the
course of the Gaza offensive.
Sadanand Dhume, Wall Street
Journal columnist tweeted that
India's vote against Israel was
"disgraceful."

organisation like Hamas.

The
Modi
sarkar's
initial
position was lauded by rightleaning
commentators
who
argued
that
India's
true
interests lie with Israel, and
not in siding with a terrorist

In his column for NDTV, Ashok
Mallik argues that Hamas
could
have
started
or
established a peace process
when they got voted into office
in the Palestinian authority - an

Indrani Bagchi in her piece for
Economic Times had argued:
"For all MPs who confuse
Hamas with the Palestinian
Authority,
Sushma
Sawaraj
should point out that Hamas is
another name for the Muslim
Brotherhood.
If
we
have
problems with the ideology of
the latter, our outpouring of
sympathies for Palestinians
may
overshadow
India's
legitimate
revulsion
for
Hamas."

opportunity
they
have
squandered since. "It is true
that support for the Palestinian
cause has declined in India
since say the 1970s. Actually
this
is
a
worldwide
phenomenon, made worse by
the fact that the Palestinian
leadership - or competing
Palestinian leaderships - have
not been able to take charge of
any government or authority
they have been given."
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"TFA must go along with negotiations on
Public stockholding"
(continued from front page)

A failure to overcome India's
objections by early next week
could overshadow a planned
visit to New Delhi by U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry,
which begins on July 30.
Unless
India
succeeds
in
changing the timeframe, the
deadline for agreeing the trade
facilitation is July 31, at which
point it will lapse.
D.S. Rawat, secretary general
of
the
Indian
industrial
chamber ASSOCHAM, said he
supported the government's
move."We should not be unduly
perturbed for being blamed for
failure of talks," Rawat said.
"We need a level-playing field
on the issue of agricultural
subsidies. India will have to
provide food subsidies to its
millions of poor people living
below poverty line until they
reach a level." India's tough
Issue 1

stance has surprised those who
expected newly elected probusiness
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi to radically
slash subsidies. Modi has

image courtesy: tap.info.tn
vowed
to
spur
economic
growth
through
sweeping
changes to policies that many
people felt had stagnated
under
the
outgoing
administration, and his every
step is being closely monitored
at home and abroad.

While
Punke
said
"Many
members, including developing
country members, have noted
that, if the Bali package fails,
there can be no post-Bali. It’s
with regret that we agree with
them,"
India's
former
commerce
minister
Anand
Sharma, who negotiated the
Bali deal, explained "It was
expected that TFA would move
along with the issue of public
stockholding ... but it seems it
has not happened. That is
unacceptable," Sharma said.
However, WTO diplomats said
Sharma had agreed in Bali to a
four-year timeline for a deal on
stockpiling and a much shorter
one for trade facilitation. Trade
experts opined
that the 'no
post-bali' argument reminds of
the same diplomatic pattern
observed during the 1995-98
negotiations on TRIPS and
TRIMS.
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Crossborder Banking Risks
CED&L
reduces: IMF working paper Centre for Economy

The
IMF
Working
paper
looking at the vulnerabilities
stemming from banking sector
linkages between countries
and
their
macroeconomic
effects finds that credit risks
(from a banking system’s
claims on other countries) and
funding risks (from a banking
system’s liabilities to another)
have declined over the past
five years. For both asset and
liability side vulnerabilities, on
average for the global banking
system,
the
potential
for
capital depletion arising from
credit risks and funding risks
have come down since the
global financial crisis. The
reduction is mainly due to
lower exposures, but is also
partly due to higher capital
buffers around the world.
The authors Kyunghun Kim
and Srobona Mitra opines
while the trend is similar for
individual
countries,
the
reason for the decline in
vulnerabilities differs between
countries and between credit
and funding for particular
countries. We also find that,
compared to 2008, the number
of
countries
as
core
propagators of credit and
funding shocks have dropped.
The United Kingdom and the
United States would still be
the major propagators of
credit shocks in 2012.
The paper also finds that
funding vulnerabilities have
real effects. During normal

times, funding vulnerabilities
are associated with significant
positive
GDP
growth
surprises. During crisis times,
funding
vulnerabilities
are
associated
with
significant
negative
GDP
growth
surprises. Funding risks have
significant positive effects on
growth
surprises
during
normal times, and significant
negative effects on growth
surprises during crisis times.
More than the risks from
crossborder credit, risks from
crossborder borrowing have
significant impacts on real
growth surprise. Therefore,
they need much more analysis
and understanding than just
looking at overall external
funding volumes. In particular,
taking on higher funding risks
(by borrowing more from
crossborder sources) generally
exacerbates
the
negative
output surprise during crisis.
"Future research would try to
explain why funding risks
appear to matter more than
credit risks" - the authors
forsee.
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(CED&L) is an interdisciplinary
centre
established
under
Government
Law
College,
Thrissur,
Kerala. The proposed
centre envisages to be a
platform for academic
discussion and as a
creative think-tank for
studying, analysing and
interpreting
various
socio-economic and legal
issues.
This
forum
intends
to
generate
perceptual framework to
explore and understand
social issues and events,
thereby enabling the
people and institutions
to create best possible
models in policy making
and
legal
practices.
Students, academicians,
jurists,
journalists,
politicians and anyone
who wishes to offer
his/her
creative
and
intellectual input are
invited to be part of the
forum.
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